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-Supreme Court
to Decide

Whether Student
Activities Fees

0 icCan Be Used for
Political
Purposes

BYJENNIFER KESTER AND PETER GRATTON

Statesman Editors
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Jodie Lawston (left) giving Stony Brook student Stephen Preston literature on the Mumia Abu-Jamal trip last week
when organizers tabled in front of the Student Activities Center.

Aa ~gainst the backdrop of a University
controversy over the use of Polity funds
for partisan purposes, the Supreme
Court agreed last week to decide

whether mandatory student activity fees at public
universities can be used to subsidize campus groups that
pursue political goals.

Students on the campus here have been battling the
office of Student Affairs to have the right to use Polity
funds to support a bus trip to Philadelphia to protest the
imprisonment of Mumia Abu-Jamal, an African
American convicted of the murder of a police officer in
that city in 1982. Abu-Jamal has remained on death
row while a number of activists across the country have
scrutinized the case in the hope of getting a new trial
granted.

Jodie Lawston, president of the Center for Womyn's
Concerns, and Anya Mukarji-Connolly are two students
that have been fighting for Abu-Jamal's cause. The
activists are trying to get funds for the bus trip and
increase awareness about the case on campus. However,

the activists, who have been tabling all over campus,
have encountered problems in getting funds from Polity.
They say that Abu-Jamal's case is representative of an
oppressive use of police force that even students on
campus face.

"Mumia's struggle incorporates all of us," said
Mukarji-Connolly. "We're trying to connect [our trip]
to recent cases of police brutality."

The problem said Fred Preston, vice-president for
student affairs, is the perception that the planned
trip is not so much a learning experience-for
students as a political one. "If there was some
educational, social or cultural benefit, it is fine,
but if the activity is a political event, [polity

funds] cannot be used for that purpose," he said.
At first, Lawston and Mukarji-Connolly said,

Preston refused to sign off on permission for the trip
- leaving event organizers without the cash to pay
for the scheduled busses. "Preston told a student
council meeting that he wouldn't let the check [for
the trip] pass," Lawston said.

However, Preston has now reversed his
original view on the trip, saying that event
organizers described the trip as political in
purpose. Lawston and Mukarji-Connolly have
since submitted a proposal causing Preston's
change of mind. The trip, he says now, "is an
educational vehicle."

BUY DIRECT &e SAVE !

FUTO I S Contemporary Home Furnishings

FUTON FRAME $175 and up
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1500 MAIN STREET Port Jefferson NY 11777
(516) 928-3051

1338 Stony Brook Rd, StMony Brook;
Telephone 689-8000

A Special Report::

An Education in Politic S



Itis this fine- line between the political and
educational uses of student money that
caught the attention of the Supreme Court
last week. In the case to be decided by the

court, conservative students from the University of
Wisconsin sued the university to bar it from using
student activity money, collected mandatorily, for the
funding of groups that were political in purpose.

"We don't want to see the university involved in
funneling mandatory student fees to any private'student

What activists see as
educational some

students see as political.

Ultimately, the Supreme
Court will have to decide.

"We look to the Supreme Court to stop this narrow-
minded assault on a neutral system for supporting campus
dialogue," said Patricia Logue of the Lambda Legal Defense
and Educational Fund, a gay rights group.

In a friend-of-the-court brief supporting the university's
appeal, Lambda's lawyers had argued that the appeals court's
ruling "confuses payments to construct a stage with being
forced to speak upon it or fund an organization that uses it." .

The Supreme Court ruled in 1995 that public universities

..k . ..
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Organizer Anya Mukarji-Connolly (right), explaining the Mumia Abu-Jamal case to a student on campus.

and colleges cannot create a "public forum" for students and
then refuse to subsidize some student groups because of their
viewpoint. That decision said the University of Virginia
wrongly prohibited funding for a student-run Christian
magazine.

The 7th Circuit panel used University of Virginia case in
its own decision. "If the university cannot discriminate in the
disbursement of funds, it is imperative that students not be
compelled to fund organizations which engage in political
and ideological activities - that is the only way to protect the
individual's rights," the panel ruled.

Preston said that he felt that there was "no
need- for the Court to place a
correction. The way the mandatory fees
have been utilized have worked in the ^

best interests of the students," he said, "I'm supportive .
of the Wisconsin campus." ^

However, at least one: student leader at the §
University remains wary of the political use of student "
money. -

"I have a problem with groups using funding for S
political purposes," said Sayed Al', vice-president of .^
Polity. Ali said that in certain cases, such as the funding gu
of the April 24 trip to protest the scheduled execution X
of Mumia Abu-Jamal, there is a clear indication that it 3
can only be for political purposes. "People are going ^
up there to demonstrate for his innocence and that is
political," Ali said. "But if people were going to learn 0
about the case or the facts of the case, then that would
be educational." ko!

Lawston said there was not such a clear-cut line >
between what is political and educational. About the
distinction between the two proposals that her groups r
submitted, the first of which Preston's office declined,
La'wston said "it's all how you word it."

. ..... ̂  .. „ .*; -. -. -i -L -. Q -.

who had objected to the funding of 18 organizations on the
Madison campus. Among those groups was the Students of
National Organization for Women, the International Socialist
Organization, the Campus Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual Center and
an AIDS support network.

"The forced funding of such organizations
significantly adds to the burdening of the students' free-
speech rights," a three-judge panel of the 7th U.S.
Circuit Court of Appeals ruled last year. It said that
the university -"cannot use the allocable portion of
objecting students' mandatory activity fees to fund
[those] organizations."

The appeals court panel's ruling did not shield
objecting students from paying any activity fees, but
gave them an opt-out privilege. They can identify the
political or ideological groups that they do not want to
support and have their fees reduced on a prorated basis.

Opponents of the Circuit Court's decision say that the
ruling greatly diminishes the flow of free speech on college
campuses, an element necessary in educational institutions.

I

groups," said Scott Southworth, a 1997 graduate of the
University of Wisconsin-Madison, Law School who now
works for a state legislator. "We think that it constitutes an
invasion of the marketplace of ideas." Southworth said that
he was pleased that the Court has now agreed to hear the
case.

John Grabel, president of the United Council of UW
students, agreed. Lower courts, "ignored the educational
mission of the university," he said. "TheSupreme Court now
has the opportunity to preserve free speech on campus by
overturning" those decisions.

A federal trial judge and an appeals court had already
ruled that the subsidies unlawfully force some students to
subsidize views they find objectionable and thereby violate
free-speech rights. The lower courts barred the university
from using fees collected from objecting students.

Southworth was among the conservative law students'
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ADA
( Americans with Disabilities Act)

- Awareness Week 1999
.;' ' '* P. X " . . Dse ;d by

Disabled Studaent Services and the President'a ADA Adisory itee

Tuesday, April 13th, 1000am to 2:00pm
Student Activities Center Lobby

Openiag Ceremnsonies
-Id

-Mental Health airt
President Shirley Strum Kenny

Keynote Speaker Rev. Jerry DiSpigno
"Overcoming the Stigma of Mental Illness"

Music by "The Dream Makers"

ThursdanyApril 15, 12:00 noon

Infinitty Dance Theatre
a free recital featuring dancers with and without disabilities

Student Activities Center Auditorium

Ifyou are in need of a disability-related accommodation, please call (516) 632-6748
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tony Brook's New
Gathering Place for

Entertainiment and
Quiet Conversation

... . . D . . . . . . . . . . .

I

Entertainment
Events

Thurs-Sat. Nights:
Various Local Artists
(calf to confirm events)

no cover charge!

r Greatea e'
| Buy one cappuccino
or mochaccino freezi
I and get the 2nd at 1/2

price!
I (offer expires 5/15/99)
I coupon
L_______-.

Computer lab

available:

Telnet

Internet access

Microsoft Word

Excel

Power Point

Graphic Design

Programs

Happy Hour: Monday-Friday / 3 -7p
Free coffee with dessert purchase or intemrnet time

Buy 1 dessert get 2nd at 1/2 price!
1/2 hour free internet with coffee creation or lunch
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see the world in a new light

Take summer sessions classes at Stony BrooL
252 courses in over 40 subjects * Day and evening classes

Terms start May 24 and July 6 * TOPP Plan now available

Check out our Web site at www.sunysb. edu/summer/

Or pick up a Summer Sessions catalog now:

2nd floor lobby, Administration

102 Humanities * 127 Engineering

HSC Student Services * N201 SBS

STIONY
BRS\NYK
STATE UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK
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Three Words for
Polity Leadership:
Inept, Inept, Inept.
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There is something
important that many of students
don't know is happening here on
campus. And if Polity's
leadership has its way, they will
remain in the dark.

Students may be missing the
usual campaign literature, and
posters that dot the campus at
this time of year, and there is a
good reason for it. As usual,
there is a major snafu with this
year's Polity elections.

The Statesman has made
more than several sincere
attempts at finding out exactly
what happened, but we have
been stone-walled at every turn.
All of the candidates that we
have tried to contact said they
were instructed not to comment.
Apparently, someone on the
Polity Council has placed a gag
order on the whole election.

The only response that we
were able to get was from
Heather Wilbur, freshman
representative. In
correspondence sent to us on
Friday, April 9, Wilbur wrote the
following:

The elections are on hold
still. I don't believe campaign
week will be next week, certainly
not' Monday. The Council is
having a meeting to try to help
clear things up, but until then
I'm on hold as well as elections.

Please don't inquire any
further, to any candidates or
council, I promise I'll get back
to you when I can. None of us
can answer questions right now
because we don't know what's
going on.

-Heather

-Wonder why?
From what we have been able

to find out, the story begins with
Brad Hausman, a polity senator,
who wanted to run for the
position of treasurer. His bid was
rejected by the Elections Board.

In order for someone to be on
the ballot, he or she must get 250
signatures -from undergraduate
students.

Nicole Daniel and the

election.
Originally, approval of the

ballot was on the agenda for the
March 24 emergency meeting of
the Senate, -when the
Constitution was passed. That
was simple enough. However, the
usual squabbling and petty nit-
picking took over, and quorum
was lost before it could be
approved, or even looked at. That
wouldn't have helped anyway,
because Hausman's situation
was still before Judiciary, and
Daniels, who was supposed to
make a presentation before the
Senate had quietly slipped out of
the meeting sometime during all
the arguing.

The ballot was again on the
agenda for last week's meeting,
but the Hausman situation
remains unresolved, and could
not be passed anyway.

The elections are still up in
the air.

All this leads to a couple of
more questions about the actions
that have been taken during this
year's election process. With the
semester quickly coming to an
end, when are they planning to
have the mandatory campaign
period? And why was the ballot
printed and finalized before what
is probably the most important
thing before Polity this semester,
the Constitution, was approved to
be sent to the student body?

With these lingering questions
going unanswered, it is the
responsibility of the Polity Council
to inform the student body. There
is no need for secrecy, especially
when those on the Council are
elected representatives who will be
held accountable for their actions.

Elections Board rejected
Hausman's petition, saying that
the number of illegible signatures
put the count of his signatures
under 250.

But when has anyone's
signature been legible? Well,
marry people just don't take the
time to sign their signatures as
legibly as the Board would like
them to. Maybe the whole
student body should apologize to
Ms. Daniel and those who count
the signatures. Apparently, those
on the Election Board have hand
writing that is much, much better
than the rest of ours.

Hausman appealed the
decision and the matter was
eventually passed to Polity
Judiciary. However, Oliver Tam,
the head of the Judiciary, is
missing in action and could not
be found to hear the case. This
lead to the initial delay in the
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Certified Public Accountant

98 Sycamore Circle Stony Brook

751-6421
IRS 30 Years

Member.
* Association of Government Accountants
* New York State Society of Certified Public Accountants
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You're ruling out that guys are also
defined by ,their plahs', quirks and
dreams-and that, just like women, they
hope for'a mate who recognizes and
supports these things. Want to send
better vibes? Close the commitment
subject, and open your mind.

Dear Carolyn:
My parents won't let me date. I'm

15, will be 16 at the end ofApril, and I
feel I need a girlfriend. It makes me feel
bad when I go places with- friends and
they have their girlfriends with them. It
makes me feel like I'm not very useful
and not as "special."

My parents don't like the situations
I could get myself into and I don't think
they want to trust me enough to give me
the opportunity. I think I need to be
allowed to make my own decisions. I'll
be "playing with fire" but I think I need
to prove not everyone gets burned by it.
Ifeel I need to make the decision to date
or not to date by myself.

J

The freedom to cruise chicks seems
like a reasonable 16th birthday present.
But if you ask for it badly, you're toast,
because your parents-are utterly freaked
out by the prospect of giving it. And, as
veterans of being 16 can tell you,
somewhat justifiably. Yet you're going
to get your freedom one way or another,
and freedom needs trust, and trust grows
from freedom handled responsibly, so
your parents have to start this harrowing
process somewhere.

Here's how not to approach them:
by saying you need to make this decision
yourself. You're 15. You don't. Besides,
it's an all-or-nothing gambit, which, with
parents at least, is the hard way to get
absolutely nothing. (I'd also leave out
the part about your not getting burned.
We all get singed eventually. Builds
character. Allegedly.)

Instead, approach them by
acknowledging, accepting and
addressing their fears. Embrace them,
even! Admit you're a bit scared yourself.
You are new to this, after all. But say
that, when you turn 16, you would like
a little more freedom anyway-not all at
once, but incrementally, as you learn to
handle it and as you prove you won't
abuse it. Then offer up sane, explicit
boundaries. You can go out with girls,
but never on school nights, and only on
double or group dates to start, and you'll
bring every date home to meet Maw,
Paw and Granmaw after you introduce
yourself to her parents, you'll leave a
name or phone number where you're

DearCarolyn:
I'm 22 and -about to enter a Ph.D.

program. I've dated heavily for the last
five years, and learned a lot. Now, I
really want to settle down-have kids
and a husband. The problem is, people
seem to think that because of my age,
this is a stupid idea. I do date guys a bit
older-25, 26-but they always act
surprised when I say I'm looking for a
commitment. I'm beginning to think I'm
sending out the wrong vibes.

-Virginia

It's not surprise these guys are
expressing. It's horror. There's nothing
at all wrong with a 22-year-old who
knows what she wants. But a 22-year-
old'who knows she wants a commitment
before she knows with whom? That
scares me a little, and I'm not paying for
dinner. You think you're saying, "I'may
be 22, but I want to be taken seriously."
But men are hearing-, "I wanna get
hitched. Now. You-'ll-do."

If you put any stock in stereotypes,
it's women who are loved for their looks,
their bodies, their something-other-than-
their-truest-deepest-selves. But men
have a funny- way of wanting to be
appreciated, too. When you hand over
your Perfect Life Road Map, you're
ruling out that the man of your dreams
might still have some itches to scratch
before he settles down. You're ruling out
that you and the right man, when you
find, each other, might

chart out a different kind of life.

going to be, and come home by 11, and
pledge never to be wheeled onto their
doorstep drunk in a shopping cart by
your pregnant ex-convict girlfriend.

If they say yes, thank them by
observing these boundaries explicitly.

If they say no, summon every bit of
self-control and ask, "What can I do, then,
to earn your trust?" If they won't budge,
drop it and try again later. Do not, I repeat,
DO NOT wig. A tantrum will only
convince them they're right. And don't
respond with any sentence that begins,
"Everybody else's parents let them ..."
You'll have a curfew till you're 40.

If you were my kid, I would- base
the dating decision not on your age or
maturity level, but on your grasp of
English. You learn to distinguish
between "want" and "need," or you stay
home. I'11 give you an exercise. Repeat
after me, five times: "I want a girlfriend,
but I need permission to date."

Much better. Though I imagine
winning your parents over is more an
age/maturity thing.-

1kkr
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Accountant
*Tax Returns

I * Financial Advice
* Accounting

ARTHUR S. GOLNICK
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Stony Brook, NY - The
Stony Brook baseball team
ran its record to 15-7 on the
year as Craig
Ansman and - --
Gregg Foster S f r
drove in two J V-
runs apiece in
a 10-7 win M ari
over NYMa
Tech

cfdnesday-
afternoon at
University Field. The win
was the Seawolves' fourth in
five tries against Division I
opponents this season.

Stony Brook banged out
15 hits on the afternoon,
roughing up NY Tech starter
Shane McKeon for six runs
over the first three innings.
Ansman got the Seawolves
going in the first frame with
a two-run homer to right
field. George Kearnes added
a solo shot in the second
inning and Alex Trezza hit a
blast in the third to help SB
build a 6-0 lead after three
innings.

The Seawolves upped
their lead 9-2 after four
innings but the Bears battled
hback to within 9-7 in the

10
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GET MONEY FROM YOUR UNCLE INSTEAD.
Your Uncle Sam. Every year Army fees. They even pay a flat rate for text-

ROTC awards scholarships to hundreds books and supplies. You can also receive
of talented students. If you qualify, ADSi an allowance of up to $1500 each
these merit-based scholarships can school- year the scholarship is in
help you pay tuition. and educational r effect. Find out today if you qualify.

ARMY ROTC
- · I I .r *1 -- r

THE SMARTEST COLLEGE COURSE YOU CAN TAKE.
Scholarships Available.

Call for more information
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Foxes. - -
In the nightcap, Marist fended off

a furious Stony Brook rally in the
seventh inning to earn the 14-13 win.
The Seawolves crossed the plate five
times in the last inning but left the
tying and winning runs stranded on the
bases. Marist pounded out 18 hits
while Stony Brook had 16 hits in the
second game. Koldjeski led Marist as
she went 3-of-4 with a home run,-three
RBI, and four runs scored. Koldjeski's
solo home run in the seventh inning
proved to be the game winner. Maria
Saracino went 4-for-5 with a run
scored and an RBI for the Red

Foxes. Lauren Ruane led Stony
Brook as she went 2-for-4 with a run
scored and' three RBI. Marist ran its
record to 8-11 with the doubleheader
split.

The Stony Brook softball team
split a thrilling doubleheader with
the visiting Marist Red Foxes at
University Field this afternoon. In
game one, Stony Brook knocked off
Marist, 11-9, to earn its first victory
over a Division I opponent of the
year, but the Red Foxes bounced
back to take the nightcap, 14-13.

In game one, Stony Brook out hit
Marist, 17-12, and got seven innings
out of pitcher Cassie Rupp who
allowed 12 hits but only one earned
run to outlast the Red Foxes for the'
11-9 win. Tricia Lipareli went 4-for-
4 with three RBI to pace Stony
Brook. Christie McMurray went 2-
for-4 with three RBI and Rupp was
3-of-4 for the Seawolves. Amanda
Koldjeski went 3-for-4 with two RBI
and two runs scored toe lead the Red

eighth inning. Stony Brook
added an insurance run in
the bottom of the eighth to

extend its lead to 10-7.
In- the
f i n a I

inning,l n n l n g ,
NY Tech
tried to
mount . a
rally but
came up
s h o r t

when the game ended on a
very unusual play. With
runners on first and second
and one out,

Stony Brook pulled off
an unconventional double
play as Khalil Gourdin's
long drive to right field fell
in for a single, but right
fielder Kevin DeCapua
threw behind Gourdin as he
rounded first to first
baseman CJ Lutz who applied
the tag. Lutz then fired home
and nabbed Mike Rick as he
tried to score from third for the
final out of the game.

Stony Brook will next
be in action this Saturday
when they travel to New
Hampshire College for a
doubleheader beginning at
12:00 p.m.
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H@~~~~~~~ ala- So ar S-Hit and Miss
SBU Softball and Marist

Split Doubleheader

Celebrate the end of school
at the Bench

Wild Wednesdays

NO COVER

OPEN BAR 10 *12

Don't drink and drive

Walk to the bench!!!

Park Bench
1095 Rt 25A, Stony Brook, NY

(516) 751-9734
(Across from the Stony Brook Train Station)
t -. i -; 3 ' ' ' 5 8 ~~~L * 0* f - ,';; i >Eii>t

Baseball Knocks
off NY Tech .. „ R V E O F FIC E R S' TR AI N I N G C O R P S



- EMPLOYMENT

Free Radio + $1,250 Fund-raiser open
to student groups and organizations.
Earn $3-$5 per VISA/MC app. We
supply all materials at no cost. Call for
info or visit our website. Qualified
callers receive a FREE Baby Boom Box.
1-800-932-0528 x65.
www.ocmconcepts.com

Part time, with minivan or station wagon
for light delivery. Will work with school
hours. Call Joe 473-3623,12 noon to 7 pm,
except Tues.

FOR SALE

Nordictrac Walkfit, never used $300.
Soloflex 180 Ibs of weights, $250.
(516) 567-2035 Leave message

V ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ A

i -_LAND FOR SALE

Hancock, New York. Catskill Mountains.
5 acres of wooded, level and surveyed
property. Property taxes $300 per yr.
build, camp, hunt & fish. Great views of
the Delaware River (516) 666-8107

- L I ·il I r· · I ,'--Jsu

World Gym @ Setauket looking for
reliable front desk people & fitness
trainers. Front desk needed nights,
weekends & possible early mornings.
Fitness trainer-hours vary. 751-6100

Earn $1,200 Now Working Special
Promotions, New York Stock Exchange
Company, No Telemarketing, Work at
Home, Don't Delay, Call Now
516-491-3040

Waiters and bartenders needed. Good
pay & flexible work hours. Maintain your
studies & earn extra income.
Call 589-6999

Catering/Server staff needed,
Port Jefferson Country Club, 473-1440

FOR RENT _
Studio Apts Furnished Includes Electric,
Cable, Water, and Heat. Walking
Distance From Port Jefferson Village.
Starting at $500 By Appointment only
473-2499

SERVICES
FAX SERVICE 50¢ per each page sent
632-6473 or come to room 057 Union.

ADOPTION
We can give your newborn a lifetime of
love and security. Please call Dorothy and
Scott 1-877-220-8702

I
.I __ , .I

CAREERS IN
NUCLEAR MEDICINE

Applications are now being accepted for the
School ofNuclearMedicine Technology

located at the VA Medical Center,
Northport, NY.

This is a two-year, full-time program
commencing in July 1999.

Tuition fee is $1,500.
Must be at least 18 years of age

and a H.S. graduate.
Some math and science courses preferred.

Please Call:
-Ms. Lillian J. Gucciardi

Program Director
(516) 261-4400
-Ext 7359/2013

Jewish Egg Donor Needed
Loving Jewish couple unable to have our
own baby. We -are looking for a Jewish
woman who is willing to donate her eggs
to help make our dreams come true.

Compensation $5000

AtOPTIONS

(800)886-9373 ext 299

I have been alive for 8 weeks
x After 18 days, you

could hear my heartbeat
* After 40 days, you could
measure my brainwaves.
* After 45 days, I felt pain
and responded to touch

Please choose life for me
Alternatives to Abortion

Free pre nacy testing, information,
counsling, and assistance

Call 243-2373, 554-4144, or
1-800-550-4900
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EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY - We
Are Expanding Our Staff. Lake Grove
Family Center - (Sports Plus), Lake
Grove. We are looking for a motivated
individual to join our team!!! Position:
Part-time EntryLevelAccounting Clerk
(12-15 hours per week) Duties Include:
Data Entry, Filing, Light Bookkeeping,
Accounts Payable. Computer knowledge
required: Lotus or Excel starting salary
$8.00 per hour, flexible schedule. Fax
resume to (516) 737-8704 Attention;
Denise. Position to start immediately!!!

ask
Faors
; sk- i i-as a

for Cheryl.
c assifleds,
for Frank.

Possible asthma trigger:

Your favorite
pillow

Dust mites in bedding and carpets
are among the most common

asthma triggers.

To learn what you can do to avoid
household triggers, or to learn what
you can do to support the American

Lung Association's attack on
asthma,

call your local ALA

1-800-LUNG-USA

| AMERICAN LUNGASSOCIATION .ASTMARESEARCHINITATIVE
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Apartment/House for
Man and his infant son.

Needs to be good environment for a child,
with 2-3 bedrooms.
Less than $750.

Any offers?
Call (516) 632-6479

and leave message for Peter.
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Statesman
Advertising

Works!

To reach over 20,000
new customers, call

s 632-6480 .

f;-For display ads,
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Impp- -

Tickets may be purchased
in advance at

Kelly, Bleacher Club and Student
Activities Center.

Cash or Campus Points Accepted
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CENTER
featuring

Strawbemries w/Chocolate

Strawberry Shortcake

Strawberry Fruitopia Beverage

Strawberry Crepes

Strawberry Daiquiris, etc.!

Visit all Stations
for only $#5
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proudly presents the

1999

4 'k.

Wednesday, April 28th

ll:30am - 2:00pm
in front of the

STUDENT ACT�TIES




